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The Vulnerability of Corporate Reputation explores the role that reputation plays in the success
and failures of companies. This book focuses on the traditional topic of reputation risk
management, the process of reputation, reputational excellence and examines leaders whose
reputation and foresight could benefit the organization they steer.
This book makes the case for the continued and expanded use of social, critical and political
theories in the field of educational leadership. It helps readers understand educational
leadership by introducing them to a wide variety of theoretical and philosophical approaches
and positions. The book incorporates a rich blend of ideas and concepts, and compares and
contrasts the approaches discussed. The content largely focuses on four educational thinkers:
Michel Foucault, Judith Butler, Bernard Stiegler and Karen Barad. The chapters do not cover
each thinker’s oeuvre exhaustively, but instead provide a brief overview of his/her ideas, while
also helping readers understand a particular aspect of the educational leadership discourse.
Each chapter also provides supplementary reading recommendations for those interested in
pursuing these ideas in more depth.
Although women and girls participate in sport in greater numbers than ever before, research
shows there has been no significant increase in women leading sport organizations. This book
takes an international, evidence-based perspective in examining women in sport leadership
and offers future directions for improving gender equity. With contributions from leading
international sport scholars and practitioners, it explores the opportunities and challenges
women face while exercising leadership in sport organizations and evaluates leadership
development practices. While positional leadership is crucial, this book argues that some
women may choose to exercise leadership in non-positional ways, challenging readers to
consider their personal values and passions. The chapters not only discuss key topics such as
gender bias, intersectionality, quotas, networking, mentoring and sponsoring, but also present
a variety of strategies to develop and support the next generation of women leaders in sport. A
new model of how to achieve gender equity in sport leadership is also introduced. Women in
Sport Leadership: Research and Practice for Change is important reading for all students,
scholars, leaders, administrators, and coaches with an interest in sport business, policy and
management, as well as women’s sport and gender studies.
Indigenous scholars strive to produce research to improve Native communities in meaningful
ways. They also recognize that long-lasting change depends on effective leadership. This
collection showcases innovative research and leadership practices from diverse nations and
tribes in Canada, the United States, and New Zealand. The contributors use storytelling to
highlight the distinctive nature of Indigenous leadership, which finds its most powerful
expression in embodied concepts such as land, story, ancestors, and elders. These vibrant
narratives give a voice to the wives, mothers, and grandmothers who are using their
knowledge to mend hearts and minds and to build strong communities.
This book collects multiple disciplinary voices which explore current research and perspectives
to discuss how spirituality is understood, interpreted and applied in a range of contexts. It
addresses spirituality in combination with such topics as Christian mysticism, childhood and
adolescent education, midwifery, and sustainability. It links spirituality to a variety of disciplines,
including cognitive neuroscience, sociology, and psychology. Finally, it discusses the
application of spirituality within the context of social work, teaching, health care, and
occupational therapy. A final chapter provides an analytical discussion of the different voices
that appear in the book and offers a holistic description of spirituality which has the potential to
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bring some unity to the meaning, expression and practice of spirituality across a variety of
disciplines as well as across cultural, religious and secular worldviews. "A strength of the book
is that each chapter is characterized by a fearless confronting of oppositional perspectives and
use of the latest research in addressing them. The book takes the difficult topic of spirituality
into almost every nook and cranny of personal and professional life. There is a persistent
grasping of the contentiousness of the topic, together with addressing counter positions and
utilizing updated research across a range of fields in doing this. The opening and closing
chapters serve as book ends that keep the whole volume together."Terence Lovat, The
University of Newcastle, Australia "The interdisciplinary nature of the work is by far the
strongest aspect of this volume. It has the potential to contribute to a dialogue between
different professions and disciplines. This prospective publication promises to promote a more
holistic approach to the study of spirituality. This volume takes into consideration a wide variety
of issues. The way the editors have structured the sequence of chapters contributes to
facilitate any possible dialogue between the different areas."Adrian-Mario Gellel, University of
Malta, Malta
This book is a critical historical analysis of leadership thought in the Western tradition,
examining Classical Greek, medieval and modern social scientific theories of leadership,
focussing on the assumptions and effects which arise from these ways of understanding
leadership and offering a new basis for leadership theory-building.
Leadership for the DisillusionedMoving Beyond Myths and Heroes to Leading That
LiberatesAllen & Unwin
This open access book explores cultural competence in the higher education sector from multidisciplinary and inter-disciplinary perspectives. It addresses cultural competence in terms of
leadership and the role of the higher education sector in cultural competence policy and
practice. Drawing on lessons learned, current research and emerging evidence, the book
examines various innovative approaches and strategies that incorporate Indigenous
knowledge and practices into the development and implementation of cultural competence,
and considers the most effective approaches for supporting cultural competence in the higher
education sector. This book will appeal to researchers, scholars, policy-makers, practitioners
and general readers interested in cultural competence policy and practice.

Most managers view organization politics as a routine part of their job, and as an
important contributor to career success, as well as to personal and organizational
performance. This eagerly anticipated Second Edition has been updated to
reflect new research and current perspectives on this integral part of
organizational life. Power, Politics, and Organizational Change focuses on the
manager acting as internal change agent. The authors emphasize the context in
which managers initiate change, how this is achieved, and how actions are
accounted for.
Diversity at Work: The Practice of Inclusion How can organizations, their leaders,
and their people benefit from diversity? The answer, according to this cuttingedge book, is the practice of inclusion. Diversity at Work: The Practice of
Inclusion (a volume in SIOP's Professional Practice Series) presents detailed
solutions for the challenge of inclusion—how to fully connect with, engage, and
empower people across all types of differences. Its editors and chapter
authors—all topic experts ranging from internal and external change agents to
academics—effectively translate theories and research on diversity into the
applied practice of inclusion. Readers will learn about the critical issues involved
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in framing, designing, and implementing inclusion initiatives in organizations and
supporting individuals to develop competencies for inclusion. The authors'
diverse voices combine to provide an innovative and expansive model of the
practice of inclusion and to address its key aspects at the individual, group, and
organizational levels. The book, designed to be a hands-on resource, provides
case studies and illustrations to show how diversity and inclusion operate in a
variety of settings, effectively highlighting the practices needed to benefit from
diversity. This comprehensive handbook: Explains how to conceptualize,
operationalize, and implement inclusion in organizations. Connects inclusion to
multiple dimensions of diversity (including gender, race, ethnicity, nationality,
social class, religion, profession, and many others) in integrative ways,
incorporating specific and relevant examples. Includes models, illustrations, and
cases showing how to apply the principles and practices of inclusion. Addresses
international and multicultural perspectives throughout, including many examples.
Provides practitioners with key perspectives and tools for thinking about and
fostering inclusion in a variety of organizational contexts. Provides HR
professionals, industrial-organizational psychologists, D&I practitioners, and
those in related fields—as well as anyone interested in enhancing the
workplace—with a one-stop resource on the latest knowledge regarding diversity
and the practice of inclusion in organizations. This vital resource offers a clear
understanding of and a way to navigate the challenges of creating and sustaining
inclusion initiatives that truly work. A division of the American Psychological
Association and established in 1945, the Society for Industrial and Organizational
Psychology (SIOP) is the premier association for professionals charged with
enhancing human well-being and performance in organizational and work
settings. SIOP has more than 7,000 members.
Leadership Paradoxes was shortlisted for the 2017 Management Book of the
Year, an industry book award organised by the Chartered Management Institute
and the British Library. ******************************************** Leadership
remains one of the most sought-after qualities in contemporary society, yet after
centuries of research, education and debate it remains just as elusive as ever.
Leadership Paradoxes: Rethinking Leadership for an Uncertain World argues
that the key to understanding and enhancing leadership education, theory and
practice lies in the recognition of its paradoxical tendencies. Drawing on the
expertise of an international team of leadership scholars and practitioners, this
book examines common leadership paradoxes and challenges faced by leaders
— and shows how they can be reconceived as opportunities to be embraced,
rather than problems to be solved. Readers will benefit from reflective questions
at the end of each chapter, plus a companion website at
www.leadershipparadoxes.com offering further material and a forum for
discussion. Leadership Paradoxes will be valuable supplementary reading for
students of leadership at advanced undergraduate, postgraduate, and postexperience level, as well as professionals seeking to improve their practice.
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Written from a global and critical perspective with a diverse range of cases and
examples throughout, this is an inspiring read for developing leaders operating
within global and multicultural work settings. ‘Power’ is taken as central theme
for this book, opening up discussion about issues that are often neglected in
leadership texts i.e. fairness, equity, justice, resistance, conflict, emancipation,
oppression, rationality, politics, globalization, the natural environment, and
knowledge. New to this edition: A new prologue: ‘An Unconventional History of
Leadership Studies' A new epilogue on ‘Embodied Leadership, Ethics, and its
Affects’ written by David Knights, one of the authors of Embodied Research
Methods (pub April 2019) 3 new topical integrative case studies, based on
current events: Jacinda Ar-dern’s pregnancy when PM; #MeToo; and Suma
Foods co-operative Updated research and pedagogical features throughout,
including the ‘Leadership on Screen’ feature The book is complemented by a
range of online resources including PowerPoint slides, videos of the book’s
authors providing an overview of the chapter and discussing why the topic is
important, access to journal articles discussed in the book, and links to additional
relevant material.
Teachers and trainers are dual-professionals – they are required to have up-todate industry skills and also skills in teaching and learning. The issue of
professional identity, and the promotion of maintaining and building pedagogic
expertise in relation to their vocational work, is therefore an extremely important
one. This book argues that quality teaching and learning is very much dependent
upon teachers and trainers undergoing continuing professional development
(CPD), engaging actively in professional learning activities, generating
professional learning communities and building their level of professionalism to
meet increasing teaching standards. Unfortunately, CPD is battling a context of
intensification of work, pressure of time and economic restrictions. The
completion of CPD under such conditions can often become tokenistic and
hitherto there has been very little research or evidence base for determining what
approaches to CPD are most effective and efficient. Challenging Professional
Learning draws on a wealth of recent research and evidence on what ingredients
are necessary for effective and efficient (crucial at a time of such fiscal
constraints) professional learning. It also explores the wider implications of these
findings and the concept of learning as a collective activity. It argues that real
professionalism cannot be achieved in isolation but instead takes place in a
context that has political, social and cultural influences. The book brings together
research from the Institute for Learning and practice around professional learning
to link both individual and collective professional learning to organisational
learning, leadership and the management of change whilst offering practical
suggestions for improving these practices. It will be of great interest to teacher
educators and their students at undergraduate and post-graduate levels, as well
as anyone who works in higher education and with professional development.
All too often people who are successful in their jobs are promoted to
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management without an appropriate level of support. They are often unaware of
the implications of managing a team and their need to develop new skills to lead
and inspire people to do their best work. Instead, many merely focus on "getting
the job done". The significant missing element is that which involves "people".
Managers typically understand the task-related aspect of the work and
underestimate the importance of the human element. This is the area that really
counts in leadership. It is not only new managers who must pay attention to this
vital element.This book seeks to address the widespread needs of managers in
the quest for success in their leadership.You will learn:An insightful look into
building confidence and developing your own leadership styleLearn how to
effectively communicate and overcome common communication barriersDevelop
key skills for building relationships, providing constructive feedback and coaching
othersCustomer review:"Good managers are usually also good leaders, O'Neil
tells us, but no matter how good they might be there would be few who couldn't
learn something from this little pearl of a book. In fact, there would be few people
who couldn't. O'Neil has captured the essence of what true leadership is all about
and she's managed to explain it very clearly in non-preachy prose in less than a
hundred pages. This is a very special little book." FEATURES:taking on the role
of manager/leaderstyles of management and leadershipcommunication and
listeningrelationship buildingpower and influenceculture and valuesmotivation
and engagementperformance managementcoaching, delegating and
development.Oxford University Press Australia & New Zealand is the nonexclusive distributor of this title.
Conceived by Chris Grey, the Very Short, Fairly Interesting and Reasonably
Cheap series offers an antidote to conventional textbooks. Each book takes a
core area of the curriculum and turns it on its head by providing a critical and
sophisticated overview of the key issues and debates in an informal,
conversational and often humorous way. In Management Theory, Todd Bridgman
and Stephen Cummings uncover enduring myths about famous theorists, from
Adam Smith and Max Weber to Frederick Taylor, Mary Parker Follett, Abraham
Maslow and Kurt Lewin. By exploring how these myths became cast as the
foundations of management, this accessible and engaging book generates new
ways of thinking about what management could be today and in the future.
While leadership is an over-used term today, how it is defined for women and the
contexts in which it emerges remains elusive. Moreover, women are exhorted to
exercise leadership, but occupying leadership positions has its challenges.
Issues of access, acceptable behaviour and the development of skills to be
successful leaders are just some of them. Diversity in Leadership: Australian
women, past and presentprovides a new understanding of the historical and
contemporary aspects of Indigenous and non-Indigenous women’s leadership in
a range of local, national and international contexts. It brings interdisciplinary
expertise to the topic from leading scholars in a range of fields and diverse
backgrounds. The aims of the essays in the collection document the extent and
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diverse nature of women’s social and political leadership across various pursuits
and endeavours within democratic political structures.
The Leadership Capital Index develops a conceptual framework of leadership capital and a
diagnostic tool - the Leadership Capital Index (LCI) - to measure and evaluate the fluctuating
nature of the leadership capital of leaders. Differing amounts of leadership capital, a
combination of skills, relations and reputation, allow leaders to succeed or bring about their
failure. This book brings together leading international scholars in the field to engage with the
concept of 'leadership capital' and use and apply the LCI to a variety of comparative case
studies. The book provides an important, timely, and innovative contribution to the now
flourishing academic discipline of political leadership studies. The LCI offers a comprehensive
yet parsimonious and easily applicable 10 point matrix to examine leadership authority over
time and in different political contexts. In each case, leaders 'spend' and put their 'stock' of
authority and support at risk. United States president Lyndon Johnson arm-twisting Congress
to put into effect civil rights legislation; Tony Blair taking the United Kingdom into the invasion
of Iraq; Angela Merkel committing Germany to a generous reception of refugees: all 'spent
capital' to forge public policy they believed in. The volume examines how office-holders
acquire, consolidate, risk, and lose such capital, and concentrates predominantly on elected
'chief executives' at the national level, including majoritarian and consensus systems, multiple
and singular cases, and also examines some presidential and sub-national cases. The
Leadership Capital Index is an exploratory volume, with chapters providing a series of
plausibility probes to see how the LCI framework 'performs' as a descriptive and analytical tool.
This Research in Organizational Sciences volume to explore and question the received
wisdom of organizational sciences. The chapters in this volume (and the companion volume)
seek to establish boundary conditions for important organizational constructs and processes.
They illustrate the importance of context for interpreting the received wisdom of organizational
science by showing when constructs must be adapted to changing circumstances. The volume
begins with four chapters looking at the construct of leadership. Each of these addresses an
important aspect of our understanding of leadership and its practice. The four chapters on
leadership are followed by five chapters dealing with other organizational processes including
motivation, organizational change, the role of diversity in organizations and organizational
citizenship. The last three chapters deal with the issue of knowledge in large systems. Two
chapters address how information may be transmitted across organizations and generations of
workers. The final chapter deals with the use of information by organizational decision-makers.
The 12 papers in this volume all, in some way question received wisdom and present
alternatives which expand our understanding of organizational behavior. These chapters each
strive to present new ways of understanding organizational constructs, and in so doing reveal
how received wisdom does not always lead to best practice in research or application. It is our
hope that these chapters illustrate how challenging received wisdom in organizational studies
can provide new ways of thinking about organizational processes. These new ways of thinking
in turn can provide better understanding of the processes necessary to increase organizational
effectiveness.
This book is an arresting interdisciplinary publication on Christian education, comprising works
by leading scholars, professionals and practitioners from around the globe. It focuses on the
integrated approaches to Christian education that are both theoretically sound and practically
beneficial, and identifies innovative pedagogical methods and tools that have been field-tested
and practice-approved. It discusses topics such as exploring programmes and courses through
different lenses; learning challenges and opportunities within organisational management;
theology of business; Christian models of teaching in different contexts; job preparedness;
developing different interpretive or meaning-making frameworks for working with social justice,
people with disability, non-profit community organisations and in developing country contexts.
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It offers graduate students, teachers, school administrators, organisational leaders,
theologians, researchers and education practitioners a fresh and inspiring reimagining of
Christian education perspectives and practices and the ramifications of their application to lifelong learning.
Are leaders born or made? Does each society get the leaders it deserves? How-and why-is
leadership 'rhetoric' different from leadership in reality? l l Leadership is one of the most talked
about yet least understood concepts in current business and society. This book explores how
theoretical models and views of leadership have evolved over time; how leadership can be
investigated from individual, organizational, and societal perspectives; and perennial dilemmas
and emerging approaches in Leadership Studies. Positioning its discussion within a
multidisciplinary framework that touches on management, sociology, philosophy, anthropology,
history, literature, and politics, this book examines and critiques the common assumptions that
inform the ways in which leaders and leadership are recognized, rewarded, and developed. It
provides a valuable and thought-provoking overview for students and academics interested in
leadership and management, practising leaders, leadership development consultants, and
policy makers.
This book examines the conceptual underpinnings of authentic leadership to discover why so
little attention has been paid to gender. The author explores the failure to interrogate the
complexities surrounding the concept of authenticity, especially as it relates to the diversity of
lived experience.
The challenges and opportunities of the 21st Century call for a new type of leader and
leadership, indeed an entirely new and different way of thinking about leadership and of
developing future leaders. Hays and Kim provide that new way of thinking and introduce
readers to eight sets of competencies essential for leadership in the new millennium. Those
who possess or are developing these competence sets are Renaissance Leaders, and it is
they who can and will lead and transform organisations, communities, and nations most
effectively. This text provides essential guidance to anyone concerned with developing their
own or others' leadership for the 21st Century.
Leadership in the Middle East has never been as vital as it is in the wake of the global financial
crisis and the Arab Spring Ð yet there is a lack of detailed knowledge concerning strategies for
developing capacity in leadership, national skills and knowledge management. This volume
aims to address this deficit. This book is the first text on the subject of leadership development
in the Middle East to be published in English (drawing on both English and Arabic scholarship)
and will contribute to the knowledge and understanding of leadership theory and practice in the
global economy. The volume provides in-depth analysis of the social, political and economic
factors that shape leadership capacity building efforts and shows how leadership behaviours
and practices differ from those in the West, reflecting an ethic of care, social responsibility and
concern for developing both organization and individual capabilities as well as fostering
community improvement and nation-building and advancing social justice and human wellbeing. The book reveals the complexity of leadership behaviours in the region and
contextualizes analyses with broader contemporary debates including migration, governance,
climate change and political leadership succession. The book also includes original insights
into the role of women in leadership in business, politics and the community. This unique
volume will benefit international organizational behaviour/development specialists, international
human resource development practitioners and students at undergraduate and postgraduate
levels. It will be invaluable to development specialists, HR consultants and practitioners on
assignment in the Middle East and for policy and capacity development experts in NGOs and
international organizations such as the ILO, UN and World Bank.
Shows how deep learning is a way to address the toxicity of social polarization.

It is gradually being recognised by both Indigenous and non-Indigenous
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Australians that getting contemporary Indigenous governance right is
fundamental to improving Indigenous well-being and generating sustained
socioeconomic development. This collection of papers examines the dilemmas
and challenges involved in the Indigenous struggle for the development and
recognition of systems of governance that they recognise as both legitimate and
effective. The authors highlight the nature of the contestation and negotiation
between Australian governments, their agents, and Indigenous groups over the
appropriateness of different governance processes, values and practices, and
over the application of related policy, institutional and funding frameworks within
Indigenous affairs. The long-term, comparative study reported in this monograph
has been national in coverage, and community and regional in focus. It has
pulled together a multidisciplinary team to work with partner communities and
organisations to investigate Indigenous governance arrangements-the
processes, structures, scales, institutions, leadership, powers, capacities, and
cultural foundations-across rural, remote and urban settings. This ethnographic
case study research demonstrates that Indigenous and non-Indigenous
governance systems are intercultural in respect to issues of power, authority,
institutions and relationships. It documents the intended and unintended
consequences-beneficial and negative-arising for both Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australians from the realities of contested governance. The findings
suggest that the facilitation of effective, legitimate governance should be a policy,
funding and institutional imperative for all Australian governments. This research
was conducted under an Australian Research Council Linkage Project, with
Reconciliation Australia as Industry Partner.
We expect our leaders to be superhuman, to provide all the answers and never
fail. Amanda Sinclair offers an alternative and more realistic approach to
leadership based on personal growth, drawing on Eastern philosophies.
Business celebrities such as Bill Gates, Richard Branson and Rupert Murdoch
are among the most widely recognised, admired and sometimes even vilified
individuals in the world. Like their celebrity peers from the entertainment, sports,
arts and political worlds, business celebrities exert an influence that is pervasive,
but difficult to assess, evaluate and explain. Business celebrities have been
around for as long as big business itself, but this is the first book to provide a
systematic exploration of how they are constructed and why they exist. Business
celebrities include entrepreneurs, CEOs, and management gurus. The book
argues that these individuals are not self-made, but rather are created by a
process of widespread media exposure to the point that their actions,
personalities and even private lives function symbolically to represent significant
dynamics and tensions prevalent in the contemporary business environment.
Demystifying Business Celebrity raises questions about the impact and
significance of the production of celebrity upon our understanding of, and our
ability to promote the practice of leadership in an enlightened manner. The book
will prove a useful addition to the enlightened business student’s bookshelf and
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will be informative reading for all those with an interest in business and
management.
Leading and Managing Early Childhood Settings: Inspiring People, Places and
Practices examines what it means to be a leader, manager and administrator
across the early childhood education field. The first section of the book
introduces readers to core concepts, including self-understanding through
professional reflection and consideration of people's beliefs and values. These
chapters explore the challenges of working within various early childhood settings
and the importance of connecting and communicating with families and the
broader community. The second section considers four key roles that early
childhood professionals undertake – team stakeholder, policy designer,
pedagogy creator and rights advocate. This book challenges readers to make
links across research, theories and everyday practices by thinking, reflecting,
sharing with others and writing stories. The storytelling approach guides readers
through the chapters and explores the themes of embodiment and sustainability.
Leading and Managing Early Childhood Settings is an invaluable resource for
pre- and in-service educators alike.
This book explores the intersection of grassroots leadership and the arts for
social change, examining the many movements and subsequent victories the arts
community has won for society. The book illustrates the diverse but influential
work of these figures, reflecting on their actions, commitments and their positive
impact on the modern world.
This is not a conventional book. It is designed to stimulate and challenge all
people who are curious to find out about the world they inhabit and their place
within it. It does this by suggesting questions and lines of questioning on a wide
range of topics. The book does not provide answers or model arguments but
prompts people to create their own questions and a reading log or journal. To this
end, almost all questions have a list of books or articles to provide a starter for
stimulating further reading. Once you start, you will be hooked! Never stop
questioning.
This comprehensive Handbook provides an international perspective on
contemporary issues and future directions in teaching and learning in tourism.
Key topics include assurance of learning, development of skills, learning in the
field, work integrated learning, sustainability and critical studies,
internationalisation, technology enabled learning, links between teaching and
research, and graduate student supervision. Within these topics attention is
devoted to the discussion of curriculum, pedagogy, assessment, students,
educators and trends and issues. The Handbook provides a valuable resource
for understanding teaching and learning theory and practice in tourism.
Building from the history of inequality in education up to current problems, this
text posits viewpoints on how to cultivate humanistic leaders in education to best
benefit underserved children around the world. Among perspectives examined
are economic, cultural, and political circumstances that benefit some and harm
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others, creating educational inequality. To illustrate the work that must be done,
this book connects vignettes of compelling school issues to educational
philosophies, e.g., Makiguchi’s work, to bridge the theoretical and the practical
and pose real solutions.
This book provides an evidence-based actionable framework and measure of servant
leadership to help management practitioners build effective and ethical workplaces. It
explains the reasons why the best workplaces such as Starbucks, Southwest Airlines,
Ritz-Carlton and ServiceMaster apply servant leadership. Servant leadership is an
intellectually compelling and emotionally satisfying theory of leadership with relevance
and application to the workplace settings. Based on multiple rigorous studies in the
Western and Eastern contexts, the book outlines the six dimensions of servant
leadership and the impacts they have on key outcomes such as citizenship behaviors,
job satisfaction, team creativity and innovation, and organizational performance. The
book outlines a measurement instrument that can be used for leadership assessment,
selection and training purposes and to develop strategies to leverage the six behavioral
dimensions of servant leadership at the personal, team and organizational level.
Relationships are at the heart of our lives; at home with our families, with our friends, in
schools and colleges, with colleagues at the workplace and in our diverse communities.
The quality of these relationships determines our individual well-being, how well we
learn, develop and function, our sense of connectedness with others and the health so
society. This unique volume brings together authorities from across the world to write
about how relationships might be enhanced in all these different areas of our lives. It
also explores how to address the challenges involved in establishing and maintaining
positive relationships. This evidence-based book, primarily grounded in the science of
positive psychology, is valuable for academics, especially psychologists and
professionals, working in the field of well-being.
This book will be attractive to all ministers who are seeking to understand how
leadership works and why it can be so difficult. It would be useful as a study book for
lay ministers as well and for all o take up a leadership role in local churches. It could
also be attractive to lay people who as disciples seek to lead in their places of work with
Christian values and behaviours.
University is a major way that our society prepares professionals and leaders in
education, health, government, business, arts, church--all components of our
communal lives. Although the beginnings of the first universities were Christian,
academia has become more and more adrift from these foundations. We have lost not
only the union, the interwovenness of theological and academic understandings, but
also the relational and communal process of learning which teaches students to be
other-centered in their practice. A Glimpse of the Kingdom in Academia tells the story of
the social sciences department of a small Christian university that took seriously the
mandate to prepare their students to be salt and light in a secular society. Here are
stories of the transformation in students' lives, as well as description of classroom
practices, and the epistemological theory behind those practices. The book explores
academic knowing, Christian worldview, relational epistemology, inner knowing, and
wisdom--all ways of knowing that a Christian university should teach. The process of
transformation, the context of community, and the bigger picture of life's journey and
changing images of God are identified as important aspects of kingdom life in
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academia. The institutional setting is also critiqued with the recognition that power
practices need to align with the kingdom of the Christ who emptied himself.
In this timely Handbook, people emerge at the centre of city and regional development
debates from the perspective of leadership. It explores individuals and communities, not
only as units that underpin aggregate measures or elements within systems, but as
deliberative actors with ambitions, desires, strategies and objectives.
The Handbook of Ethical Educational Leadership brings together an array of key
authors to provide comprehensive coverage of the field of ethical educational
leadership. This important volume describes contemporary educational issues that
necessitate the practice of ethical leadership, reviews current theory and researchinformed practices, and also explores a coherent framework for how ethical educational
leadership can be achieved. With chapters from leading authors and researchers from
around the world, each author contributes to a discussion of current thinking and an
analysis of the field of ethical educational leadership. Coverage includes
professionalism, educational purpose, social justice, multiculturalism, sustainability,
empathy and caring, organizational culture, moral development, motivation, integrity,
values, and decision-making. Providing practical, philosophical, and experiential
insights into the field, The Handbook of Ethical Educational Leadership is an essential
resource for the study of ethical leadership.
This book is your comprehensive guide to key leadership theories, topics and trends. It
goes beyond the basics to explore contemporary issues such as power and politics,
authenticity, followership, toxicity, language, identity, ethics and sustainability, enabling
you to gain a deep, holistic understanding of the field. Updated throughout with new
examples, Critical Thinking boxes and further reading suggestions, the third edition of
Studying Leadership: Traditional and Critical Approaches is the ideal accompaniment to
leadership courses across a range of subject areas, including Business & Management,
Health and Education. Lecturers can access a range of useful resources, including an
instructor’s manual, selected SAGE Business Cases and videos, PowerPoint slides
and a testbank, via the companion website. Doris Schedlitzki is Professor in
Organisational Leadership at Guildhall School of Business and Law, London
Metropolitan University. Gareth Edwards is Professor of Leadership and Community
Studies at Bristol Business School, University of the West of England.
Some leaders fundamentally alter the status quo whilst others guide quietly. Most
leadership books emphasise specific rules, but Tom Cronin and Michael Genovese see
leadership as filled with paradox. Leadership Matters offers a different view of
leadership - one that builds community and responds creatively to new situations.
Cronin and Genovese argue that leadership is about more than just charisma and set
leaders on to a different path - to unleash the power of paradox.
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